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Abstract. Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) has matured over the
last few years and is now becoming an established technology. Models are used
in various contexts, where the possibility to perform different kinds of analyses
based on the modelled applications is one of these potentials. In different use
cases during these analyses it is necessary to detect patterns within large mod-
els. A general analysis technique that deals with lots of data is pattern mining.
Different algorithms for different purposes have been developed over time. How-
ever, current approaches were not designed to operate on models. With employing
QVT for matching and transforming patterns we present an approach that deals
with this problem. Furthermore, we present an idea to use our pattern mining
approach to estimate the maintainability of modelled artifacts.

1 Introduction

Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) matured over the last years and is becom-
ming more and more adopted within industry. One of the strengths of MDSD is that it
yields the possibility to not only use models as basis for the implementation of a system
but rather allow to do different kinds of analysis on an abstract level. Analysis, such
as maintainability and complexity measures are based on analysing models. Measures
such as frequently occurring constructs are based on finding patterns within these mod-
els. If model driven techniques are widely employed within an enterprise models get
larger and larger. Finding patterns witin these potentially huge models then becomes a
time consuming task. Optimized pattern mining algorithms would be required to cope
with this problem.

Pattern mining on databases is used in different contexts to identify frequent pat-
terns within structured data [1]. Algorithms for this kind of knowledge discovery have
been highly optimized to be able to deal with huge amounts of data. Furthermore, ap-
proaches have been developed to do pattern mining on object structures [2]. However,
none of these approaches can deal with generic models based on different metamodels.
On the other hand, model transformation engines like M2ToS[3] or specifications like
Query/View/Transformations (QVT)[4] provide some means of executing queries on
the model as an integral part to do rule matching. They allow for specification of object
patterns and retrieval of matching results.



Therefore we propose to use a transformation based approach to do analysis through
pattern mining on models with the known pattern mining algorithm “Apriori” and draft
a metric that may give a quality indicator that is automatically collectible and compa-
rable between models. Apriori aims at identifying sets of items that frequently occur
together focusing on those that are not contained within any other itemset. These item-
sets are also known as maximum frequent itemsets which must be more frequent than a
parameter given to the algorithm known as support. Identification of maximum frequent
itemsets is archived through an iterative generate-and-test approach. To achieve this for
models we use pattern matching facilities defined by QVT specification to formulate
and execute queries on models. We apply an object oriented version of the Apriori al-
gorithm to detect frequent patterns within models and leverage the GenMax heuristic to
speed up their detection.

Through an experimental study on Ecore models we show that patterns from simple
structured classes can be mined within acceptable timeframes whereas mining complex
structured classes requires more optimization to the algorithm in the future to be effi-
ciently mined. We enlist several hot spots where these optimizations may be introduced.

Furthermore, we present initial work towards an application of our model based
pattern mining approach to estimate the maintainability of models. A large part of the
complexity of a software product and therefore also it’s models is comes through the
process of needing to understand patterns that occur within these models. Thus, we
propose to emulate human information processing through pattern mining on models.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and anal-
ysis its shortcomings. The general pattern mining approach is described in Section 3.
Section 4 raises the pattern mining approach to the model level. First experimental re-
sults of the pattern mining on models are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents an
initial approach to estimate the maintainability of models using pattern mining. Finally,
Section 7 concludes and points out future work.

2 Related Work

The Apriori-Algorithm used to mine patterns was extended beyond relational data struc-
tures to be able to cope with object structures. While [5] presents an approach to find
frequent tree structures within XML data, [6] also includes mining on graph struc-
tures. However, both approaches do not account for the structures that appear in ob-
ject oriented structures, such as inheritance. A more interesting appraoch is presented
in [2], it finds frequent item sets within object structures including inheritance, classes
attributes and their values. We use this approach as a basis for our metamodel indepen-
dent, generic pattern mining approach.

In [7] Zhao et al. present a graph-transformation framework for pattern level de-
sign validation and evolution. By using key structures it is tried to locate the searched
design patterns. Furthermore, it is possible to evolve the defined patterns using graph-
transformation. However, in the the focus of [7] is not in identifying possible patterns
within a model but rather finding predefined ones.



Mazón et al introduce in [8] QVT transformation rules that allow to automati-
cally obtain a logical representation tailored to a multidimensional database technol-
ogy. However, those transformations aim at generating models for multidimensional
databases from a UML profile that was created as a platform independent model for the
modelling of multidimensional databases. Their approach is not concerned with identi-
fying patterns within models themselves.

3 General Pattern Mining Approach

We understand patterns within the context of model driven software development as
frequently occurring object graphs. Therefore pattern mining is the automated process
of finding frequently occurring object graphs within model instances.

3.1 Patterns and Pattern Mining

Pattern mining as a technique to knowledge discovery has received much attention in
recent decades and several algorithms like apriori and FP-Tree have been proposed to
cope with the computationally complex problem. We will focus on the apriori approach
for which numerous extensions have been introduced. The following paragraphs infor-
mally introduce apriori and discuss how patterns that are rather huge can be addressed.
The aforementioned object oriented extension to apriori will be discussed in detail as
we will modify it to handle huge patterns.

3.2 Apriori Algorithm

Informally the classic apriori algorithm is often motivated through items of a warehouse
that are bought together at the same time. Time points are identified through database
transaction ids whereas bought items resemble a set belonging to a transaction id. Apri-
ori aims at identifying sets of items that frequently occur together focusing on those
that are not contained within any other itemset. These itemsets are also known as max-
imum frequent itemsets which must be more frequent than a parameter given to the
algorithm known as support. Identification of maximum frequent itemsets is archived
through an iterative generate-and-test approach. Candidate itemsets will be generated
and tested for frequency above minimum support at each iteration step and discarded,
if their frequency is below minimum support. Figure 1 shows an example how four
items A,B,C, D may be iteratively combined to candidate itemsets and tested for fre-
quency. Assuming that the whole itemset of ABCD is frequent, apriori generates and
tests 14 candidates for frequency which may be acceptable for four items in terms of
runtime performance. However research has identified that 2k− 2 itemsets may have to
be generated and tested, given k as the count of possible items. This means that apriori
scales exponentially with the number of items especially if frequent itemsets contain
numerous items. These itemsets are also known as long patterns.

Several works such as [9] and [10] introduced heuristics to cope with this poten-
tially time consuming task. Instead of iteratively generate and test all candidate sets the



Fig. 1. Classical apriori candidate set generation: Within each iteration frequency is
determined for all combinations of candidate sets.

heuristics proposed explicitly calculate all maximum frequent itemsets. Their key con-
tribution is to enumerate all candidate itemsets as shown in figure 2. The enumeration
spans a tree which resembles the search space of the algorithm. This representation of
search space allows for the application of known tree traversals such as depth-first or
breadth-first. Leveraging the fact that any frequent itemset is contained at least within
one maximal frequent itemset evaluations show that many candidates can effectively be
pruned during traversal thus reducing search space. As mining on graphs is computa-
tionally more complex than mining on itemsets [11], heuristics are even more required
to efficiently mine patterns.

Fig. 2. The complete enumeration of all possible solutions for frequent itemsets con-
taining four elements A,B, C, D. The enumeration spans a tree which can be searched
by known tree traversal algorithms.

Mining on object graphs has been proposed in [2]. The authors incorporate object-
oriented concepts like inheritance, classes and attribute values into their algorithm. The
algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1 and follows the classic generate-and-test paradigm
of apriori. Given database D, a query class Cq and minimum support of minsupp
the algorithm finds all patterns having a support greater than minsupp. Generation of
candidate patterns is being split into a two step process of a linear generation step and a
nonlinear combination step. Testing is then applied to each of the linear and nonlinear
candidate patterns until no further candidate pattern is frequent.



Input: database D, query class Cq , minimum support minsupp
Output: frequent patterns having support greater than minsupp
LC1 = {X0 : Cq}1
count support s for pattern X0 : Cq of LC12
if s < minsupp then3

return ∅4
else5

L1 = LC16
N1 = ∅7
for k = 1; Lk ∪Nk 6= ∅; k = k + 1 do8

LCk+1 = linear extension of patterns Lk9
NCk+1 = combination of patterns from Lk and Nk10
count support s of patterns in LCk+1 and NCk+111
Lk+1 = patterns LCk+1 having s > minsupp12
Nk+1 = patterns NCk+1 having s > minsupp13

end14
return

⋃
k(Lk ∪Nk)15

end16
Algorithm 1: Object frequent pattern mining taken from [2]: X denotes variables and
T their type

Object oriented extensions reside within the linear extension phase of the algorithm
as can be seen in Algorithm 2. Based upon the type of the patterns last extension the
subsequent extension will be determined. If the type is a primitive type, i.e. an integer,
for each instance value a new patterns will be generated extending the current pattern
with the current instance value. If the type is a class two extensions will be considered.
First for each attribute a new pattern is generated by extending the current pattern with
the attribute. Second for each subclass a new pattern is generated by extending the
current pattern with the current subclass. If the attribute type is a collection the pattern
will be extended by the contained type of the collection.

4 Pattern mining on models

To mine patterns from models we propose to combine the previously presented object
mining approach with the heuristic GenMax algorithm presented in [10]. This heuristic
has been evaluated in the same work to outperform other known heuristics like Mafia or
MaxMiner, if pattern length distributes between 10 and 25 items given a low support.

Because the GenMax approach is based on the complete set enumeration of all items
and oo-apriori alternately executes a linear extension and non-linear combination the
search-space is extended continuously. To prevent this extension and be able to apply
the GenMax heuristic the linear extension and the non-linear combination is separated
as it is shown in Algorithm 3.

To execute the pattern mining on models we used an implementation of the QVT
Relational standard called medini QVT [12]. The template expressions that are used to



Input: linear frequent patterns Lk

Output: linear candidate patterns LCk+1

forall pattern ∈ Lk do1
LCk+1 = ∅2
Xi : Ti = last extension of pattern p3
if Ti is primitive type then4

foreach instance value I of Ti do5
extend pattern p with Xi : Ti = I6
add newly extended pattern to candidate set LCk+17

end8

else if Ti is a class then9
foreach subclass Tj of Ti do10

extend pattern p with subclass Xi : Tj11
add newly extended pattern to candidate set LCk+112

end13
foreach attribute a of class Ti do14

extend pattern p with attribute a : Tj : Xi : Ti.a = Xj : Tj15
add newly extended pattern to candidate set LCk+116

end17

else if Ti is collection then18
extend pattern p with type that is contained within collection Tj :19
Xi : Ti = {Xj : Tj}
add newly extended pattern to candidate set LCk+120

end21

end22
return LCk+123

Algorithm 2: Linear pattern extension taken from [2] : X denotes variables whereas
T denotes its type

do the matching in QVT-R represent an object pattern which can be used for pattern
mining.

Listing 1.1. Example pattern
1 enforce domain source pattern : ecore : :EClass {
2 interface = false , eAnnotations = undefined ,
3 abstract = true , eIDAttribute = undefined ,
4 ePackage = package : ecore : :EPackage { nsPrefix = ’wsdl’ ,
5 name = ’wsdl’ ,
6 eFactoryInstance = factory : ecore : :EFactory {
7 ePackage = f package : ecore : :EPackage { }
8 } ,
9 eSuperPackage = undefined ,

10 eAnnotations = p annotations : ecore : :EAnnotation { }
11 } ,
12 nsURI = ’http : / /www. eclipse .org/wsdl/2003/WSDL’ ,
13 eClassifiers = classifier : ecore : : EClassifier{ } ,
14 name = name : String { }
15 };



Input: database D, query class Cq , minimum support minsupp
Output: frequent patterns having support greater than minsupp
LC1 = {X0 : Cq}1
count support s for pattern X0 : Cq in LC12
if s < minsupp then3

return ∅4
else5

L1 = LC16
N1 = ∅7
for k = 1; Lk 6= ∅; k = k + 1 do8

LCk+1 = linear extension of patterns from Lk9
count support s for patterns in LCk+110
Lk+1 = patterns of LCk+1 having s > minsupp11

end12
FP = GenMax(

⋃
k Lk, minsupp)13

return FP14

end15
Algorithm 3: Object frequent pattern mining extended by GenMax heuristic

QVT transformations themselves are also available as a model representation and
can be executed based on this representation. All patterns can therefore be represented
as relational rules that match exactly its pattern if executed as transformation. Using
higher order transformations it becomes also possible to create these model patterns
using model transformations. Therefore the representation of patterns using QVT-R
relations serves two purposes. One being the representation of the patterns and the other
being directly executable to recognize this pattern in models. An example of such a
pattern can be seen in Listing 1.1. The same pattern modelled for M2ToS but in a
more human readble form can be seen in figure 3.

Using the ObjectTemplateExp class from the QVT-R metamodel it is possible
to create patterns that match objects using their types. PropertyTemplateItems
are used to define properties of objects. They reference either other ObjectTemplate
Exp elements to represent object relations or they contain primitive values, such as in-
tegers, that can be expressed using literals. The CollectionTemplateExp class
can be used to match elements within collections using a combination of quantifiers
and conditions. However, the precise semantics of the CollectionTemplateExp
is subject to discussion [13] which is why medini QVT does not implement it. There-
fore, the CollectionTemplateExp is not used within the iterative generation of
patterns.

An overview on the pattern mining approach is depicted in Figure 4. The process is
defined across two different metalevels. First the transformations representing patterns
are run against the model that should be mined. This takes place on the model level.
Based on the outcome of this matching step the pattern transformations are extended
and combined using transformations that work on the models of the pattern transforma-
tions. This can be considered as an operation one metalevel above, as these patterns are
treated not as runnable transformations but rather as models that are transformed by the



Fig. 3. Pattern from listing 1.1 modelled as M2ToS Pattern

extension/combination transformations. For these higher-order (as they produce again
transformations) transformations the information from the metamodel of the currently
mined model are taken into account. For example, during the extension phase it is nec-
essary to know where the patterns can be extended. This information can be found in
the metamodel. The modified set of patterns is then again queried for frequency within
the model.

4.1 Linear Extension

The linear extension of patterns may lead to cycles resulting in a non-termination of
the extension algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to detect and prevent this situation.
For example, a package having a reference to its contained classes where the classes
also reference the package may lead to such a cycle. To prevent such extensions an
additional check is needed during the extension of attributes. It has to be checked if
instances of the extended attribute value already appeared in previous extensions. In
this case the extension has to be stopped. Primitive attribute types can be excluded from
this check, only class typed attributes are relevant here.

During linear extension new patterns are created for each attribute resulting in pat-
terns that resemble a linked list. If a new attribute is added to the list only those attributes
need to be checked for cycles where types of both attributes conform to each other.
However cycle detection itself has to be performed on the model level as potentially
(allowed due to the structure of the metamodel) possible cycles may not necessarily oc-
cur within the model. Model elements are, due to the defined pattern within this phase
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a directed acyclic graph and therefore a tree. Cycle detection can then be implemented
using a depth first search algorithm.

As OCL is an integral part of the QVT specification and capable of querying equal-
ity of model elements it is favourable to use it for cycle detection. Unfortunately OCL
has no access to the metalevel of the used metamodel which is why a programmatic
creation of OCL queries is required based upon the metamodel representation of the
pattern. An example of such a cycle detection query is shown in 1.2 which detects the
previously mentioned class and package cycle within ecore models.

Listing 1.2. Cycle detection using OCL: For all EClasses each ePackage is checked if
current class is contained within the packages’ eClassifiers

1 ecore : :EClass. allInstances( )−>
2 iterate (
3 var0 : ecore : :EClass;
4 acc0 : Set(Boolean) = Set{} | acc0−>including(
5 (var0 .ePackage.oclAsType(ecore : :EPackage) . eClassifiers−>
6 iterate (
7 var1 : ecore : : EClassifier ;
8 acc1 : Set(Boolean) = Set{} | acc1−>including (
9 ( var1 = var0 )

10 ) )−>
11 exists ( b1 : Boolean | b1 = true )
12 )
13 ) )−>
14 exists ( b0 : Boolean | b0 = true )



4.2 Non-linear - GenMax

Union of Graphs Like other heuristics the GenMax algorithm requires the union of
elements of a set to create frequent itemsets. To be able to exploit the performance
advantages of the GenMax algorithm on object-oriented pattern mining the union needs
to be defined upon object graphs. As mentioned before cycle detection during the linear
phase prevents generation of cyclic graphs as patterns. Therefore it is sufficient to define
union on trees. As patterns that are created by the algorithm are composed of classes,
attributes and instance values union has to be considered for these elements.

In contrast to unstructured sets the union of typed trees is not defined in all cases.
For example, consider two classes with a different type which are not conform to each
other but have a common base class. The union of these classes is undefined iff there
is no type that contains the attributes of both classes. Therefore, a union of typed trees
first of all has to account for their types. Formally, the union of two classes C1 and C2

having the respective types T1 and T2 is defined exactly when there is a class C being
of type T where T conforms both to T1 and T2.

C1 ∪ C2 =

{
C : T∪,∃T∪ : T∪ conforms to T1 ∧ T∪ conforms to T2

⊥ else

Note that if multiple inheritance is allowed a type T∪ may exist so that T∪ 6= T1 ∧
T∪ 6= T2. For single inheritance, the union corresponds to the most specific type.

As patterns may contain a partial set of the attributes of a class the union of at-
tributes has to be considered, too. Two different cases of attribute union may occur. In
the first case attribute names of the patterns to be unified differ so that the union con-
tains both attributes and is therefore defined. In the second case the attribute names are
equal. As attributes may either single or multi-valued these cases need also to be treated
separately. If the attribute is single-valued the union can be done recursively from this
point on and is defined iff the result of the recursive union is defined. If the attribute
is multi-valued, union is defined, iff collections are interpreted as sets. This is a lim-
itation in the sense that semantics of certain collections like sequences are discarded
because the semantics of their union may be ambiguous. For example consider a se-
quence of elements A,B and a sequence of elements A,C. A union of these sequences
may result in several new sequences like A,B,A, C or A,A, B, C effectively requiring
a cross product between all elements to cover a full union. For the time being we defer
a thorough investigation of this situation to future work.

Another case to consider is the union of patterns containing primitive instance val-
ues which may also be undefined. Suppose an attribute A of type Integer. Furthermore,
suppose a pattern that contains attribute A having value I1 = 0 and within another pat-
tern having value I2 = 1. A union of this attribute is not possible because no unique
value can be used.

Ordering of Patterns A complete enumeration of all patterns is the foundation for
the GenMax algorithm. A requirement to the algorithm is that the enumeration must be
strictly totally ordered. For simple sets an order is mostly either defined lexically or by



the order of primitive values. As in our case patterns are typed trees ordering has to be
defined upon these.

It is worth to mention that the GenMax algorithm strictly relies upon the ordering
and not upon the contents of items to be ordered. Therefore we can choose one order
out of several possible orders that may be defined for object graphs. In our preliminary
version we order patterns starting with their root nodes based upon their class types.
We order incompatible class types according to their class name whereas compatible
class types are ordered according to the most general class type. If class types match,
we order patterns according to their attributes. First we sort attributes of both classes by
name. If names mismatch, ordering is determined by their lexicographical order. If both
names match, we apply the described ordering recursively to both attributes. If attribute
types are primitive we resort to their natural ordering.

We consider our chosen order preliminary as a order may have significant impact
on the performance of the heuristic. Initial investigation suggests that query times differ
significantly depending on the structure of mined patterns therefore affecting overall
performance.

5 Experimental results

5.1 Setup

All our experiments were performed on a 2.33GHz Intel Xeon E5545 dual quad-core
processor with 4GB physical memory, running Debian Etch 64bit and Sun Java 1.5.0.11.
As the current implementation is not capable of using multiple cores only one out of
eight cores were used for mining. The application was given a fair amount of 3GB
RAM as the mining algorithm does not use tertiary memory, yet. The times were re-
ported by the logging framework Log4j as it is known to cause low impact upon total
runtime performance.

Although our implementation is not restricted to any kind of metamodel, we chose
ecore model instances for evaluation as there are many models with different character-
istics available within the eclipse project. We focused our evaluations on two distinc-
tive classes of the ecore model namely “EAnnotation” and “EClass”. We consider class
“EAnnotation” as structurally weak as it contains only seven attributes and references
whereas class “EClass” is considered structurally strong having 24 attributes and refer-
ences. Mining “EAnnoation” is expected to be a basic task whereas mining “EClass” is
expected to be a complex task.

To estimate the impact of the amount of class instances mining was performed upon
three different models for each of the considered classes. Models were retrieved from
several CVS repositories from within the eclipse project. For class “EAnnotation” mod-
els BPEL, GMFGEN and UML (26, 229, 3017 EAnnotations) were taken into account.
Models used for mining on class “EClass” were EMOF, XSD and UML (21, 56, 243
EClasses).



5.2 Results

An example of a mined pattern from an “EAnnotation” can be seen in Listing 1.3. This
pattern is one out of three frequent patterns which was mined from the Eclipse UML
model given a support of 10%. Annotations are dominantly used for documentation
and as this pattern shows many elements are documented with the same documentation
string of “The cache of context-specific information.”.

Listing 1.3. One out of three patterns mined with 10 % support upon the UML model
1 enforce domain source var8609 : ecore : :EAnnotation {
2 details = var8610 : ecore : :EStringToStringMapEntry {
3 value = ’The cache of context−specific information . ’ ,
4 key = ’documentation’
5 },
6 source = ’http : / /www. eclipse .org/emf/2002/GenModel’ ,
7 eModelElement = var8611 : ecore : :EModelElement {
8 eAnnotations = var8612 : ecore : :EAnnotation { }
9 }

10 };

The overall performance of our implementation is shown in table 1. As expected
structure weak “EAnnotation” can be mined much faster than structure strong “EClass”
for all models. Mining patterns of class “EAnnotation” completed within acceptable
time delivering frequent patterns. The time to mine frequent patterns increased if sup-
port was lowered. On the other hand mining class “EClass” is such a time consuming
task that mining could not be completed due to memory shortage. Even by applying a
rigorous filter that discards all class attributes which names begin with eAll and limiting
the generation of linear patterns to 20 mining could not be completed for some models
in case of low support.

6 Applying Pattern Mining to Estimate Maintainability of Models

Maintainability has been identified as a key factor for software development costs and
may account for up to 80% of total costs [14]. Therefore measuring maintainability and
in a broader sense software quality has been subject to research both within functional
as well as object oriented software development to improve software quality and re-
duce maintenance costs. While metrics for measuring object oriented maintainability
have been defined, model driven software development (MDSD) is still lacking this key
component. Only selected metamodels such as the Unified Markup Language (UML)
have been investigated with regards to quality. Comprehensive, comparable and auto-
matically collectible metrics that show strong correlations between measured quality
factors are required to ensure low maintainability costs.

Focusing on object oriented methodologies attempting to measure software quality
led to the definition of metric suites such as those of Chidamber and Kemerer [15]
and metrics for object-oriented design (MOOD) [16]. The suites have been adopted to
UML with restrictions in [17] and [18] resulting in a weak external validity of measures.
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BPEL EAn. 10% 0:01 70 1 ∞ – EMOF EClass 95% 0:02 222 1 20 w/o eAll
GMFGEN EAn. 95% 0:04 271 1 ∞ – EMOF EClass 75% 0:05 220 1 20 w/o eAll
GMFGEN EAn. 75% 0:04 277 1 ∞ – EMOF EClass 50% 0:04 376 2 20 w/o eAll
GMFGEN EAn. 50% 0:04 284 1 ∞ – EMOF EClass 25% N/A N/A N/A 20 w/o eAll
GMFGEN EAn. 25% 0:04 284 1 ∞ – XSD EClass 95% 0:03 228 1 20 w/o eAll
GMFGEN EAn. 10% 0:21 1663 4 ∞ – XSD EClass 75% 0:07 220 1 20 w/o eAll

UML EAn. 95% 0:12 18 1 ∞ – XSD EClass 50% N/A N/A N/A 20 w/o eAll
UML EAn. 75% 2:06 1681 1 ∞ – UML EClass 95% 0:14 223 1 20 w/o eAll
UML EAn. 25% 2:09 1681 1 ∞ – UML EClass 75% 0:27 620 2 20 w/o eAll
UML EAn. 10% 5:41 4126 3 ∞ – UML EClass 50% 13:16 214 1 20 w/o eAll
UML EAn. 5% 10:21 5388 3 ∞ – UML EClass 25% N/A N/A N/A 20 w/o eAll

Table 1. Overall performance of the implementation mining EAnnotations (EAn.) and
EClasses

Although this drawback could be accepted for the sake of having similar measures at
least these metrics can not be adopted to arbitrary metamodels and model instances
thereof. Suppose model instances of a metamodel which models finite state machines.
The notion of inheritance does not exist within such a metamodel thus the metric depth
of inheritance is useless in context of finite state machines.

As a software project may employ several different domain specific languages qual-
ity issues should be addressed for all models used. Manually defining quality metrics for
each model may be a time consuming task so a generic automated approach to measure
maintainability within models seems more favorable.

Several definitions of maintainability have been proposed i.e. in IEEE 610.12 or
ISO/IEC 12207 and 14764. IEEE 610.12 defines maintainability as “the ease with
which a software system or component can be modified to correct faults, improve per-
formance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment.” This definition is
rather imprecise in a sense that it leaves concerned quality factors up for interpretation.
As a constructive approach to maintainability we use the ISO 9126 quality model and
follow this interpretation as maintainability being composed of stability, analysability,
changeability and testability. We focus our efforts upon analysability and use this qual-
ity factor to direct our work.

6.1 Related Work within Maintainability Metrics

Some commonly used models have been surveyed with respect to quality. Quality for
UML use case diagrams have been investigated in [19] and addressed through a check-
list for these kinds of diagrams. The Chidamber and Kemerer metric suite has been



defined for UML models in [17] by means of the Object Constraint Language (OCL).
The MOOD metric suite has been transfered to the UML in [18]. Several other metrics
such as number of aggregations or number of classes have been proposed in [20]. The
UML metamodel itself has been investigated with respect to quality attributes in [21]
with metrics such as “Average Number of Stereotypes” and “Number of Hierarchies”.
[22] defined metrics for assessing OCL expressions in a structured way through a Goal-
Question-Metric approach. Their definitions align to human cognitive concepts such as
tracing and chunking. Ideas on how to measure model transformations can be found
in [23] and [24] but up to now metrics have not been defined for model transforma-
tions, yet. However all these approaches are metamodel-specific and not generalisable
to different kinds of metamodels therefore eliminating comparability.

6.2 Pattern Mining as Maintainability Measure

Human analysis of software products are conducted either top-down or bottom-up ac-
cording to [14]. Using a top-down approach the analyst tries to apply his knowledge
about design and domain to classify the software product under analysis. In order to do
this he tries to gain an overview of the whole application. He will then successively pick
selected software segments and determine their relevance for his current mental model
of the software. Using a bottom-up approach the analyst will start reading comments
of source code or other software artifacts. The control flow of certain sections will then
be inspected sequentially and selected variables will be traced throughout the flow. The
information gained will be integrated to a mental software model which opposed to the
top-down approach does not contain any information as to why the model is charac-
terized the way it presents itself. [14] notes that top-down analysis is being conducted
more often by experts whereas bottom-up analysis is being used more often by novice
analysts.

These findings give strong indication that experts may have abstract mental patterns
at hand which are being used for analyzing the software product whereas novices must
resort to documentation. If analysability is measured in terms of time to analyze parts of
a software product the required time will be low if the analyzed parts dominantly adhere
to the expert’s patterns. On the other hand the time will be very high, if the expert can
apply only a few of his patterns or the software heavily differs from patterns known to
him. These general observations were also stated for visual patterns in [25] which is
why we propose to incorporate them into a analysability metric.

As a first step towards such a metric we propose to identify patterns automatically
through the previously defined pattern mining approach upon the abstract syntax of
models. A second step that involves determining the distance from several patterns to a
model instance will be subject to future research.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an approach that makes use of QVT Relations transforma-
tions to execute pattern mining in order to find frequent patterns within models. Thus,



we leverage the well known mining algorithm apriori and some of its variations to
the model level. Initial evaluation showed that structurally weak classes may be mined
within a acceptable timeframe whereas mining structurally strong classes currently can
not be mined efficiently.

In short terms our future work will focus upon improving overall performance of
our approach. We identified several spots such as ordering of graph structures, usage
of graph optimized heuristics, using a different query engine like M2ToS or partially
storing the search space to tertiary memory. A more formal definition of a quality metric
based upon mined patterns will then be subject to our research as well as its validation.

Future work will investigate finding of appropriate approaches and metrics for mea-
suring the maintainability and evolution capabilities of artifacts within model-driven
environments. More precisely, a metamodel independent measurement method moti-
vated by the concept of decomposition is presented that finds frequent patterns within
models by means of automated frequent pattern mining. In our work we emphasized
that current object oriented metrics are not suitable to address maintainability within a
model driven context. We proposed a more general approach to define quality metrics
that is independent of the metamodel used.

There are also other areas where the presented pattern mining approach can be used
to detect frequent patterns in models. One idea which may give interesting results is
the analysis of user behavior during modeling. In many evolution scenarios it is crucial
to know what impact a certain change has. So, for example, in the evolution of meta-
models there are changes that have a huge impact on the instances of the metamodel.
Certain metamodel changes result in invalid instances of the metamodel. One solution
to this problem is to allow only the user to make certain refactorings to the metamodel
which have a known impact on the instances that can then be adopted accordingly. Some
refactorings, such as renaming are already known from experiences programming lan-
guages. However to find out which changes are also frequently done in some form of
a pattern, it would be interesting to use the presented pattern mining approach on the
logs of editing operations (which can also be stored as models, as e.g., in EMF with
it’s EMF-Change recording). Results of this mining might then be analyzed if possible
additional refactoring operations can be provided.
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